Physical mechanisms behind the ion-cut in hydrogen implanted silicon
The authors investigated the physical mechanisms underlying blistering in hydrogen-implanted silicon by examining the correlation between implantation induced damage, strain distribution, and vacancy diffusion. Using Rutherford backscattering, scanning electron microscopy, and atomic force microscopy, they found that the depth of blisters coincided with that of maximum implantation damage. A model based on experimental results is presented showing the effect of tensile strain on the local diffusion of vacancies toward the depth of maximum damage, which promotes the nucleation and growth of platelets and ultimately blisters. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2345245͔
The peculiar behavior of hydrogen in Si has stimulated an enormous amount of research over the last few decades. Since hydrogen is mobile and chemically active in Si, hydrogen introduced by ion implantation or plasma hydrogenation interacts easily with both defects and dopants and causes platelets formation and surface blistering.
1 More recent research has shown that the physical process that leads to the formation of surface blisters in hydrogen implanted silicon can also result in the cleavage of entire layers of silicon, which is being used for integrating high performance electronic components. 2 While particular attention is paid to the hydrogen induced blistering of Si for its technological importance, the physical nature underlying this process is still evolving. One of the challenging observations under investigation is the role of the method of hydrogen introduction on the crystallographic orientation of platelets. While the platelets in plasma-hydrogenated Si are parallel to the ͑111͒ plane, the platelets formed in hydrogen ion implanted Si are parallel to the surface of substrate. [3] [4] [5] This difference arouses questions about the dominant driving force for platelets formation and the ultimate blistering or cleaving in H implanted Si. A recent ab initio study finds that hydrogenated platelets on both ͑100͒ and ͑111͒ planes have similar free energies leading the authors to conclude that the crystallographic orientation of platelets is determined by kinetic rather than thermodynamic factors. 6 In the present work, we explore kinetic issues associated with platelet formation in hydrogen-implanted silicon. Implantation damage, hydrogen concentration, and blister morphology and depth were examined for both the roomtemperature and −140°C implanted silicon. Based on our observations, a model is presented linking the effects of tensile strain on the local diffusion of vacancies toward the depth of maximum damage, which will promote the nucleation and growth of platelets and ultimately the formation of blisters.
p-type silicon substrates with 1 -10 ⍀ cm were ion implanted at room temperature ͑RT͒ or −140°C ͓low temperature ͑LT͔͒ with 40 keV H + ions at a dose of 5 ϫ 10 16 /cm 2 . During implantation, the incident ion beam was oriented 7°f rom the surface normal to minimize channeling effects. A part of the implanted silicon was annealed at 450°C for 15 min to study the platelets formation and blistering behavior.
The lattice damage and the hydrogen concentration in H implanted samples were analyzed with Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy ͑RBS͒ in channeling mode and elastic recoil detection ͑ERD͒. The microstructure of annealed samples was examined by using scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒ and atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒. The strain a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: jklee@lanl.gov FIG. 1. ͑a͒ RBS data in the channeling mode of as-implanted silicon that were hydrogen implanted at −140°C and room temperature. ͑b͒ Depth profile of Si displacements deduced from the channeling data of ͑a͒ ͑left axis͒ and the depth profile of implanted hydrogen deduced from ERD data ͑right axis͒.
depth distribution in the samples after H implantation was measured by means of high-resolution x-ray diffraction ͑HRXRD͒. HRXRD results were autofitted using Bede RADS software to obtain the depth-strain profiles. Figure 1͑a͒ shows the RBS data in channeling mode for H implantation at RT and LT, and Fig. 1͑b͒ shows the Si displacement depth distribution profiles deduced from the channeling data presented in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The method and the formalism in which these data were obtained are described elsewhere. 7 These data show that RT implantation provides a deeper and narrower damage distribution. The maximum damage depth for the RT implantation ͑430 nm͒ was deeper than that of the LT implantation ͑402 nm͒ by 28 nm and the full width at half maximum of the RT implantation damage peak was smaller than that of the LT implantation by 34%. Furthermore, the number of displaced silicon atoms is 46% higher for the RT implantation compared to the LT implantation. Recently, we have attributed the temperature effect of H implantation on the damage profiles to in situ chemical interactions between implanted H and displaced Si atoms. 5 Essentially, at higher implantation temperatures, irradiation created defects are sufficiently reactive to make a bond with implanted H, thereby stabilizing the defects and reducing defect recombination. Since H is critical to defect stabilization, the RT damage peak moves towards the maximum in the hydrogen concentration distribution.
The microstructures of LT and RT implanted silicons after annealing at 450°C for 15 min were analyzed by SEM and AFM. The blister depths measured by AFM were found to be different for the RT and LT implanted samples. For both cases, the depth of blisters was found to coincide with the depth of maximum damage measured by RBS ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. An average blister depth of 405 nm was observed for LT implanted Si while RT implanted Si had a blister depth of 434 nm. SEM micrographs and AFM pictures presented in Fig. 2 also show that the blister size and the surface roughness inside the blistered region are strongly correlated with the implantation temperature. The diameter of blisters is larger in RT implanted Si than in LT implanted Si and the root mean square ͑rms͒ value of surface roughness is 8.6 nm for the RT sample and 14.9 nm for the LT sample.
Recently, we have found that the out-of-plane tensile strain present in hydrogen ion implanted Si can bias the diffusivity of vacancies, which in turn influences platelet formation and blistering.
8 Figure 3 shows the out-of-plane tensile strain profiles of H implanted Si, measured by double crystal x-ray diffraction. Interestingly, the depths of maximum strain for LT and RT implanted Si are almost identical to their depths of maximum damage. The difference between the LT and RT implantation strain distributions is also similar to the differences observed in their damage distributions The RT sample has a peak strain that is twice, and a strain variance that is about half, compared with the LT sample. The similarities between the strain and damage distributions support the idea that the origin of the out-of-plane tensile strain is due to the presence of defects that are produced by the ion implantation. 9, 10 Since ion implantation generates a nonequilibrium excessive concentration of point defects in Si, these defects are expected to migrate once they become kinetically active during thermal annealing. The flux of vacancies in the presence of a concentration gradient and a strain gradient is described by using two terms.
where J͑concentration͒ the flux due the gradient in defect concentration and J͑strain͒ represents a flux that results from the gradient in out-of-plane strain. Equation ͑1͒ can be rewritten as
where D is the diffusion constant, C is the concentration, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, E is the out-of-plane strain energy, x is the spatial position along the normal direction of Si surface, Y is Young's Modulus, is Poisson's ratio, is the out-of-plane strain, and V is the vacancy volume.
Since the damage profile ͑Fig. 1͒ and the strain profile ͑Fig. 3͒ are superimposed, two competing vacancy fluxes will exist; given that vacancies can relive local strain, the vacancies diffusion driven by the strain gradient is toward a depth of maximum strain and maximum vacancy concentration, whereas the vacancies diffusion driven by the concentration gradient is away from the depth of the maximum strain and maximum vacancy concentration. If the diffusion flux driven by the strain gradient is larger than the diffusion flux driven by the concentration gradient, vacancies accumulate at a depth of maximum strain, which will facilitate platelets formation and ultimately blistering. This relationship can be also applied to the interstitials diffusion. However, since the strain at the depth of maximum damage is not relieved by the addition of interstitial atoms but rather is enhanced, the direction of interstitial diffusion driven by the concentration gradient and that of the out-of-plane tensile strain are same.
We calculated the flux of vacancies by using Eq. ͑3͒ and the defect and strain profiles in Figs. 1 and 3 . In this calculation, the Si vacancy depth distribution was assumed to be identical to the Si displacement depth distribution in Fig. 1 . According to the stopping and range of ions in matter ͑SRIM͒ simulations, 12 for light ions such as H with a relative low energy of 40 keV, the distributions for the vacancies and interstitials created by the incident ions are nearly superimposed. The superimposition of vacancy and interstitial distributions justifies the use of RBS channeling data as the Si vacancy depth distribution. However, this assumption will not be valid for heavy ion or high energy implantation. For heavy ions such as Ge or Si and/or incident ion energies on the order of MeV, the interstitial and vacancy distributions would be separated due to the combined effects of dynamic recovery and momentum transfer.
13 Figure 4 shows the relative total vacancy diffusion flux for RT and LT samples at the beginning of an annealing cycle. Positive flux values correspond to diffusion away from the surface ͑to greater depths͒ and negative flux values correspond to diffusion toward the Si surface. The initial flux calculation shows that the flux of vacancies residing far away from the location of maximum strain is dominated by the concentration gradient and the vacancies tend to diffuse away from the concentration peak. However, in both RT and LT implanted Si, the vacancy flux in the strained region is towards the location of maximum strain. Therefore, the influx of vacancies in the region of high out-of-plane strain exceeds the outflux due to the concentration gradient, resulting in a net influx of vacancies. This indicates that the presence of an out-of-plane tensile strain leads to a supersaturation in vacancies prior to platelet nucleation at a depth of maximum strain, where the hydrogen concentration is also large. Once supersaturated vacancies become kinetically active during thermal annealing, they start to aggregate and form dislocation loops. As supersaturated vacancies are consumed for the nucleation and growth of dislocation loops, the local concentration of free vacancies diminishes and a local vacancy sink is created. Under these conditions the dC / dx term in Eq. ͑2͒ will also contribute to the diffusion of vacancies into the region of highest platelet density.
The nucleation energy of vacancy dislocation loops in the presence of an external in-plane stress field can be minimized if the dislocation's Burgers vector is normal to the in-plane stress direction ͑parallel to out-of-plane strain͒. 8 These aligned vacancy dislocations are expected to be easily decorated by the implanted H, since the hydrogenation reaction of vacancies is highly exothermic. We believe that these aligned and hydrogenated dislocations are the in-plane platelets that ultimately lead to the advent of blistering and layer cleaving at the depth of maximum strain. 5 The vacancy flux description given in Fig. 4 also explains why the blisters of RT implanted Si have smoother surface and larger diameter than those of LT implanted Si. Compared with LT samples, the out-of-plane strain gradient of the RT implanted Si sample is much larger near the depth of maximum strain. Therefore, the driving force for the vacancy flux towards the depth of maximum strain is significantly larger in RT implanted samples ͑Fig. 4͒, which results in more effective vacancies aggregation and platelet formation over a narrower region. Under such conditions, platelet growth and ultimate H-bubble formation are highly concentrated and blistering proceeds with minimum zigzag movement that ineffectively consumes the driving force for cleavage and makes the surface of the blistered region rougher. Therefore, blister and cleavage surfaces resulting from hydrogen implantation in silicon will be smoother for a condition that produces steep and narrow out-of-plane strain profiles. 
